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Abstract
People today realizes life at an ordinary level and materializes their thoughts as they say in a
proverb: «we Have that, - that we have … », which is based on habitual algorithm:
(my ↔ yours ) - (the beginning → the end; the end → the beginning; the beginning → of
the end).
This is the formula of thinking for materialization of Ideas of Will, which on the essence have
primary preference to the Material Beginning; they do not know that for All Exists - the Spiritual
Beginning. By the Words of Truth it can be expressed in such a way: No14 Yes14 Personalities20
Material48.
(The expression for the numerical formula is - 14+14=28+20=48+48=96*)
Human Knowledge about ten-level planetary consciousness ordered as a numerical matrix
*
69 /96* by the words of Truth, generates infinite number of Ideas - Forms, which Develop43
Spirituality51 of Materialization60 of the Man - Creator. Such Mentality31 is realized on new
algorithm:
To love56 ↔ To All10 Beginning10 ↔
↔Creator of Truth69 of Absolut69.

To be7 Responsible8 the Whole8

Man –

So on the Earth on the basis of True morality and Spirituality51 of People38, in interrelation
with the Whole8, are materializing real essences according to Law20 of Eternal68 Harmony54.
Developing these Knowledges22 the Man - Creator due to the God, to Individual41
Abilities42 Opportunities42 and making Efforts32 of Ideas61 of Will61 – Creates57 essential
intellectual products which essence is reflected in one or another Cosmoprogram.
An example of such Cosmoprogram useful for the first leaders of the states for their Selfrealization33 - can Be7:
Open9 Spiritual51 - To develop43 Nature44 Gifts45 - To increase46 the Blessings47
Material48 Reasonably49 - To receive62 Happiness63 of Harmony54-To radiate64 Light65.
The numerical formula of the given Idea-Form:

[(9+51) + (43+44+45) + (46+47+48+49) + (62+63+54) + (64+65)] =690*
* Numerical values should be understood as Cosmoprogram codes which correspond to
resonant frequencies of Power-vibrations.

